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As an important part of modern naval power, submarine plays an important role in
modern naval battle. Because of its good concealment and the characteristics of powerful and
maneuverable, it is being highly concerned by the navies all over the world. As the
improvement of performance, operating condition and mission of submarine are becoming
more and more complex, and the submarine's security problem is becoming more serious.
However, the operating condition even becomes more difficult when the submarine is close to
the surface due to adverse effects of sea condition, such as the effects of sea wave and sea
seaweed. If not been taken appropriate controller, the submarine will be easy to suck out of
the water and exposure its position. However, submarine’s rudder fault is one of the major
submarine's failure.
In the existing ship combating system, due to the special requirements such as real-time,
reliability, the redundancy backup technology based on hardware implementation is usually
adopted. However, due to the high cost of hardware redundancy backup, big volume and
heavy quality, many parts of the submarine are unable to use hardware redundancy backup. In
addition to some unpredictable faults, especially the actuator fault, the redundancy backup
technology often can't help it. But if don't take the hardware redundancy backup, the
submarine will be in dangerous. Integrated fault diagnosis method of adaptive fault-tolerant
control can just make up for that.
In this thesis, a controller base on H robust control theory is designed and an adaptive
fault-tolerant controller for submarine is designed in case of submarine bow and stern rudder
fault, which is integrated with fault identification. It is assumed that any prior fault
information is not known and the disturbance force act on the vehicle. An unknown input
state observer is used to decouple the disturbance and the actuator fault, then an adaptive
control law with projection is used to estimated rudder fault parameter. Base on the estimated
fault parameters, a state feedback control law is designed to ensure that the system satisfies
the robustH performance. Then an adaptive fault-tolerant robust controller is designed base
on the estimated fault parameters. Such adaptive fault-tolerant robust control















performance of the control system with actuator failure.
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